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Abstract

Domain Name System (DNS) is the system for the mapping between easily memorizable host names and their IP addresses. Due to its criticality, security extensions to DNS have been proposed in an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group to provide authentication. In this paper, we point out two difficulties in the current DNSSEC (DNS Security Extension) standards in the handling of DNS dynamic updates: 1) the on-line storage of a zone security key, creating a single point of attack for both inside and outside attackers, and 2) the violation of the role separation principle, which in the context of DNSSEC separates the roles of zone security managers from DNS server administrators. To address these issues, we propose a secure DNS architecture that is based on threshold cryptography. We show that the architecture adheres to the role separation principle without presenting any single point of attack. Our experimental results reveal that, in terms of signature computation times, our architecture incurs negligible performance penalty when using RSA/MD5 signatures but significant overhead when using DSA signatures. It is our belief that the high level of security that can be achieved by the proposed architecture far outweighs its potential overhead, especially in critical DNS zones, such as the .com zone.

1 Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) is a distributed database used in the Internet to map easily memorizable host names to their respective IP addresses [17]. The DNS name space is organized hierarchically. The top-level domain includes .com, .edu, .org, two-letter country codes from ISO-3166, and so forth [18]. Second level domain names typically designate individual institutions (for example, Yahoo Inc. is assigned a second level domain name yahoo under the top-level domain com). A name server is a program that holds the domain name information regarding a subtree (except the part that is further delegated) in the DNS hierarchy, called the zone of the server. Several predefined properties, or resources, can be associated with a given domain name. Exemplary domain name resources include IP address and alias. The association of a domain name with a resource is called a resource record (RR). The most important RR of a domain name is the “type A” RR, which contains the host IP address of the domain name. All the RRs pertaining to the domain names within a zone are stored in a master file, which is maintained by the primary name server of that zone. Each zone also supports zero or more secondary name servers, which obtain RRs from the primary server. Secondary servers are intended to reduce the workload of the primary server; they send appropriate RRs to clients in response to queries but are not involved in the maintenance of the master file.

Unfortunately, the DNS, a critical infrastructure component of the Internet, was designed without security considerations. In particular, the original DNS architecture provides no way for a client to authenticate a received RR. This loophole enables many security attacks [1, 22, 24]. For example, the man-in-the-middle attack allows a malicious third party to intercept the query message originated from a client and return an incorrect RR to the client. By providing an incorrect IP address for the requested domain name (for instance, www.amazon.com), a malicious third party can cause dis-
ruption of services and/or loss of business to the entity that owns the domain name (Amazon.com, Inc. in the example).

In response to the above concerns, the DNS Security Extension (DNSSEC) is proposed by an Internet Engineering Task Force working group [7]. The DNSSEC provides RR authentication by the use of digital signatures. In DNSSEC, each zone is equipped with a public/private key pair. The private key is used to digitally sign all the RRs in that zone. The response to a DNS query will also include the requested RRs and a SIG RR (signature RR), which contains the digital signature of the requested RRs. The zone public key, used to verify signatures, is disseminated by means of KEY RR.

A major security principle of the DNSSEC is the role separation [21]: it differentiates the roles of the DNS zone manager from the DNS server administrator. In DNSSEC, it is the DNS zone manager, not the DNS server administrator, who is responsible for the security of a zone. A DNS server is just a place to publish the digitally signed DNS zone data. Thus, compromise of a secondary server or, if the zone private key is kept off-line, even the primary server for a zone, will not necessarily affect the degree of assurance that a DNS client receives [7]. When zone data needs updating, the zone manager will digitally sign the new zone data off-line.

The idea of keeping a zone’s private key off-line and computing the signatures of RRs off-line is based on the assumption that RRs in a DNS zone are relatively static. Indeed, in normal situations we can expect that the bindings between domain names and IP addresses do not change frequently. However, it has been pointed out that DNS dynamic updates, which enable real-time changes (that is, add, delete, or update) in name/address bindings, are useful under many circumstances [16, 25]. (For example, such an update allows a corporation to switch to a new domain name without waiting for the slow, manual processing of the name change.) For a dynamic RR update to take effect immediately and securely, the signature of the updated RR has to be computed on-line. It is worthwhile to note that although a DNS dynamic update requestor is communicating with a name server, the name server itself has no rights to update the zone data. Instead, it is the zone private key, instead of the name server’s private key, that is needed in a dynamic update.

In the DNS dynamic update scheme by IETF, two modes are defined to achieve the above goal [6]. In mode A, the zone private key is kept off-line and any dynamic requests will be authorized by a dynamic update key that is kept on-line. However, in this mode, since the zone private key is not kept on-line, “zone transfer security is not automatically provided for dynamically added RRs, where they could be omitted, and authorization is not provided for the server denial of the existence of a dynamically added type” [6]. In this sense, this mode is not a genuine DNS dynamic update. In mode B, on the other hand, the zone private key is kept on-line at the zone primary name server, thus, any legitimate DNS dynamic updates can be in effect immediately.

Both of the above modes require that a zone security related private key be kept on-line at the primary name server. This practice raises security concerns [6]. First, it makes the primary name server a single point of attack to an outside attacker. Should the primary server be compromised, the on-line private key will be exposed, rendering dynamic RRs insecure in mode A or, even worse, all RRs in the entire zone insecure in mode B. Second, as an insider, the name server administrator has access of this private key, compromising the role separation principle and making it possible for the name server administrator to abuse his/her power. (The importance of fending off insider attacks has been emphasized by the security community [10].)

The contribution of this paper is an alternate approach to the secure DNS dynamic update problem. In our proposed approach, through the introduction of zone-security servers and the application of threshold cryptography, the role separation principle holds and at the same time, genuine and secure dynamic updates are supported. The proposed architecture is also highly configurable, which allows it to achieve different levels of security. By giving concrete examples we show how our system can achieve intrusion tolerance against both outsider and insider attacks.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work and Section 3 discusses an important building block of our solution, namely, threshold cryptography. In section 4, we present our proposed architecture, discuss the security levels that can be achieved through configurations, and give some implementation details. Section 5 gives our experimental results and Section 6 discusses the integration and other issues of our proposed architecture. Conclusions of this study are given in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Bellovin pointed out the DNS authentication problem and explored how this flaw can be used to break into DNS-based systems and applications [1]. Schuba gave a detailed security analysis of the DNS system in [22]. Using the popular DNS software, BIND, as an example, Vixie discussed how to improve the security of various implementation aspects of DNS, such as caching [24]. DNSSEC can be found in [7] and dynamic update schemes are proposed in [6].

3 Threshold Cryptography

Threshold cryptography is a branch of cryptography that enables a group of $n$ members, $1, 2, \ldots, n$, to act as a single
communication party, using one pair of public and private keys \([2, 3, 4]\). Similar to the traditional public key cryptography, the public key is known to the public. Unlike the traditional public key cryptography, the private key of the group, \(K_{private}\), does not exist as a whole. Rather, each member \(i, 1 \leq i \leq n\), will be assigned \(\omega_i\) key shares of the private key. (For each public key cryptography algorithm, a corresponding key sharing mechanism must be devised.) Thus the total number of key shares in a threshold cryptosystem is \(\sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i\). To perform a cryptographic computation \(f\) (such as decryption, signing, identification, etc.) on message \(m\) with key \(K_{private}\), \(b \leq n\), group members will be required. Let \(\{\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_b\}, 1 \leq \pi_i \leq n, 1 \leq i \leq b\), be such a group. Each member \(\pi_i\) will compute a partial result \(g_{\pi_i}(m, k_{\pi_i})\) where \(k_{\pi_i}\) is one key share owned by \(\pi_i\). Subsequently, the partial results are combined to produce the final result, i.e., \(f(m, K_{private}) = C(g_{\pi_1}(m, k_{\pi_1}), g_{\pi_2}(m, k_{\pi_2}), \ldots, g_{\pi_b}(m, k_{\pi_b}))\), where \(C\) is the combination function. (This phase does not need to be performed by trusted entities.) Note that during this whole process the shared private key, \(K_{private}\), is never reconstructed. Further, threshold cryptography requires that the shared private key cannot be reconstructed from any \(t < b\) group members. Thus, a threshold cryptography scheme is characterized by its underlying public-key cryptography technology, a key sharing mechanism, the number of participants, \(n\), and the threshold \(t\). It is worth mentioning that, given a threshold cryptography scheme, \(b\), the number of participants in a threshold cryptographic computation, is determined by \(n\) and \(t\). The exact relationship among \(b\), \(n\) and \(t\) varies from scheme to scheme. However, \(b \geq t + 1\) must hold.

The researches on Threshold Cryptography mainly concentrate on the design of threshold RSA \([5, 9, 11, 20]\) and threshold DSA \([12, 13, 15]\). Threshold RSA can be used for both decryption and digital signing while threshold DSA is only used for digital signing.

- **Threshold RSA.** Let \((N, e)\) and \(d\) be a pair of RSA public and private keys, respectively, such that, \(e\) and \(d\) are relatively prime to \(\phi(N) = (p-1)(q-1)\) and \(e \times d = 1 \mod \phi(N)\), where \(p\) and \(q\) are two primes and \(N = p \times q\). In RSA, for both decrypting and signing, \(f(m, d) = m^d \mod N\).

Desmedt, Di Crescenzo and Burmester described an elegant threshold RSA scheme in \([5]\), where \(b = t + 1\). A simple example of this threshold RSA scheme is the case of \(n = 3\) and \(t = 1\) (thus \(b = 2\)). Let \(A, B\) and \(C\) be the 3 members. \(A\) will be assigned a random number, \(d_1\). \(B\) will be given 2 values, \(d_2\) and \(d_3\), and \(C\) will be given 2 values, \(d_2\) and \(d_4\), where \(1 < d_i < \phi(N)\) for \(1 \leq i \leq 4\), \(d = d_1 + d_2 + d_3 \mod \phi(N)\) and \(d = d_3 + d_4 \mod \phi(N)\). Thus, \(A\) has one key share and \(B\) and \(C\) have two key shares. Any two of them will be able to perform a cryptographic computation \(f(m, d)\). For example, \(f(m, d)\) can be computed by members \(A\) and \(B\) in two steps. First, \(A\) computes \(\tau_A = h_A(m, d_1) = m^{d_1} \mod N\), and \(B\) computes \(\tau_B = h_B(m, d_2) = m^{d_2} \mod N\). Second, the partial results produced in the first step are combined to produce \(\tau_A \times \tau_B \mod N = m^{d_1} \times m^{d_2} \mod N = m^{d_3} \mod N = f(m, d)\). Since \(C\) also possesses \(d_2\), the above computation can also be performed collectively by \(A\) and \(C\). Moreover, the above result can also be produced by \(m^{d_4} \times m^{d_1} \mod N\), which can be performed by \(B\) and \(C\).

- **Threshold DSA.** Threshold DSA is more complex than threshold RSA due to the structure of the DSA algorithm \([8]\). Details are omitted here due to the space limitations. To our knowledge, the best result of threshold DSA is to have \(t < n/2\) and \(b = 2t + 1\) \([12]\). Moreover, the co-signing process requires more involved interactions among the \(b\) parties, compared to those of the threshold RSA. However, one advantage of threshold DSA over threshold RSA is that each of the participants receives exactly one key share (that is, \(\omega_i = 1, 1 \leq i \leq n\)), which simplifies the task of key management.

### 4 The Proposed Architecture

In this section we present an architecture that supports genuine and secure dynamic updates and, at the same time, separates the zone manager role and the name server administrator role. Moreover, the architecture is highly configurable to achieve intrusion tolerance against outsider attacks and insider attacks.

![Figure 1. The proposed secure DNS architecture](image-url)
4.1 The Architecture

Depicted in Figure 1 is the proposed secure DNS architecture. In our architecture, we assume that there exist \((n - 1), n \geq 2\), machines in a given DNS zone that are under the control of the zone manager, but not under the control of the name server administrators. We call these machines the zone-security servers. Using a threshold cryptography scheme with \(n > t \geq 1\), the zone private key is shared among the \((n - 1)\) zone-security servers and the primary name server. Let \(b > t\) be the number of zone private key shares needed in the computation of the signature of an RR. Since \(b \geq 2\), any change to the zone data will need the cooperation of at least one zone-security server; the name server administrator will have no way to modify the digitally signed zone data. Thus, the role separation principle holds. Moreover, the above architecture enhances intrusion tolerance of DNS [26].

A DNS system is said to be 1-intrusion-tolerant against an entity, \(E\), if controlling \(l\) servers (including the zone-security servers and the DNS name servers, if applicable) that are outside \(E\)’s control will not help \(E\) gain any knowledge of the zone private key. A DNS system is said to be intrusion tolerant against an outsider (insider) if it is at least 1-intrusion-tolerant against the outsider (insider). Our proposed architecture can be configured to be intrusion tolerant against both outsiders and insiders.

- Intrusion tolerance against outsider attacks. In our architecture, the zone private key cannot be recovered from any single location, thus, making the system intrusion tolerant against an outside attacker. That is, even when an outside attacker manages to corrupt \(l\), \(l \leq t\), of relevant servers (including the name servers and the zone-security servers), secrecy of the zone private key is still maintained.

- Intrusion tolerance against insider attacks. The presence of zone security servers and the necessity of their involvement in signature computations constitute a defense line against insider attacks, in particular, attacks from name server administrators. Clearly, a hostile name server administrator must break into at least \(t\) zone security servers (to get access to the respective key shares) in order to perform unauthorized RR signature computations.

RFC 2535 defines two types of SIG records, the DSA SIG and the RSA/MD5 SIG [7]. The DSA SIG uses the NIST DSA signature algorithm and the RSA/MD5 SIG uses the MD5 hash and the RSA algorithms. The important configuration and implementation aspects of our proposed architecture with respect to these two types of SIGs are given next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Level</th>
<th>RSA/MD5 SIG</th>
<th>DSA SIG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrusion tolerant against outsider attacks (Y/N)</td>
<td>Y Y Y Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusion tolerant against insider attacks (Y/N)</td>
<td>N Y N Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Configurations

We now discuss the configuration of the proposed architecture, i.e., the selection of \(t\) and \(n\) values:

- The value of \(t\) (the threshold): Obviously, \(t\) must be greater than or equal to 1. However, if \(t = 1\), there will be a single point of attack for the name server administrator. To achieve a high level of intrusion tolerance against the name server administrator, \(t\) should be no less than 2.

- The value of \(n\) (the number of group members): This value is determined by the underlying threshold cryptography algorithm. With threshold RSA, \(n \geq t + 1\). With threshold DSA, however, the best known result is \(n \geq 2t + 1\).

In Table 1, we give the representative configurations to achieve the above security levels in different application cases. Additional details regarding these configurations are provided below. In the discussion, the primary name server will be referred to as server 0 and the \((n - 1)\) zone-security servers will be referred to as servers 1, 2, \ldots, \((n - 1)\).

4.3 Some Details

The DSA SIG. In this case, for a \(t-n\) configuration (such as the 1-3 and 2-5 configurations), the zone manager will generate \(n\) key shares of the zone private key and distribute them to the \(n\) servers using a \((t, n)\) Shamir secret sharing scheme [23]. When the zone data needs updating, \((2t + 1)\) servers are required to jointly compute the DSA SIG RR [12].

The RSA/MD5 SIG. Assume that, in RSA, the zone’s private key is \(d\) and its public key is \((e, N)\). We use the threshold digital signature scheme given in [5] and now discuss how the zone private key is shared and how to generate a RSA/MD5 SIG RR.

- The 1-2 case. In this case, the zone manager generates a random, \(d_1, 1 < d_1 < \phi(N)\), and compute
The 2-4 case. To generate key shares, the zone manager generates 4 random numbers, $d_1$, $d_2$, $d_3$, $d_4$, where $1 < d_i < \phi(N)$ for $1 \leq i \leq 4$. He/she will also compute two numbers, $d_5 = d - d_1 - d_2 \mod \phi(N)$ and $d_6 = d - d_3 - d_4 \mod \phi(N)$. Subsequently, $d_1$ and $d_2$ are securely sent to the primary name server, $d_3$ and $d_4$ are securely sent to server 1, $d_5$ and $d_6$ are securely sent to server 2, $d_3$ and $d_5$ are securely sent to server 3, as shown in Table 2.

To generate a RSA/MD5 SIG, any 3 of the 4 servers will be needed. For example, if the primary name server and the zone-security servers 1 and 2 are present (the (0,1,2) case in Table 2), the three servers will compute $m^{d_1} \mod N$, $m^{d_2} \mod N$, and $m^{d_3} \mod N$ respectively. After that any one of them can combine the partial results to produce $(m^{d_1}) \cdot (m^{d_2}) \cdot (m^{d_3}) \mod N = m^d \mod N$, the digital signature of $m$ by the zone private key. Other possibilities of computing the signature of $m$ are summarized in Table 2.

5 Experimental Results

We implemented the proposed architecture on a platform that comprises several NT workstations interconnected by a 10Mbps local area network. Our implementation is based on the multiple precision integer package in [19]. Table 3 summarizes the experimental results. For comparison, Table 3 also gives the times to compute a SIG on one machine under the same condition, i.e., the same multiple precision integer package and the same platform. We also observe that the times given here are meaningful only for comparing the performances of our proposed architecture and the time to compute a SIG on one machine, since the performances of different multiple precision integer packages vary. For example, the multiple precision integer package GNU MP [14] has much better performance than [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Key Size (bits)</th>
<th>t-n</th>
<th>Time Cost, in seconds, to compute a SIG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA/MD5</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our architecture, servers, including the name server and the zone-security servers, compute in parallel. Thus the only additional overhead of our proposed architecture in terms of time is the communications among the servers. Our results show that this overhead is largely negligible in threshold RSA. For DSA SIG, our approach is considerably costlier than an approach that is based on the conventional DSA algorithm, such as DNSSEC. However, it is our belief that the high security level of our approach outweighs its performance penalty, especially in critical DNS zones, such as .com zones.

6 Further Discussion

Lastly, we discuss several further enhancements to the proposed secure DNS architecture.

Integration of the DSA and RSA/MD5 configurations. In Section 4.2, we give different configurations to implement the DSA SIG and the RSA/MD5 SIG. Actually they can coexist in a single DNS zone. For example, to achieve intrusion tolerance against outsider attacks, we can adopt the 1-3 configuration for both DSA SIG and RSA/MD5 SIG. The only difference between them is that all 3 servers are required to update a DSA SIG while any 2 is enough to update a RSA/MD5 SIG. Similarly, for intrusion tolerance against the name administrator we can adopt the 2-5 architecture for both DSA SIG and RSA/MD5 SIG.

Surviving server failures. For the DSA SIG, the aforementioned configurations cannot survive server failures because all servers are required to participate. Survivability can be achieved by increasing $n$, for example, we can have

---

Note: $d_2 = d - d_1 \mod \phi(N)$. Values $d_1$ and $d_2$ are sent securely to the primary name server and the zone-security server respectively. To generate a RSA/MD5 SIG of $m$, where $m$ is the MD5 digest of an RR, these two servers will compute $m^{d_1} \mod N$ and $m^{d_2} \mod N$ respectively. Then any one of them can combine the partial results as $m^{d_1} \cdot m^{d_2} \mod N = m^d \mod N$, the digital signature of $m$ by the zone private key.
Excluding the name servers from signature computation. In order to have a uniform architecture for intrusion tolerance against both outsider attacks and insider attacks, the primary name server is used as a member in the computation of signatures. Indeed, for the intrusion tolerance against the name server administrator case, a simpler alternative from the management perspective is to assign no key shares to the primary name server. As such, all key shares will be assigned to the zone-security servers. In such case, for DSA SIG, 1-3, instead of 2-5, can be used to achieve intrusion tolerance against the name server administrator and, for RSA/MD5 SIG, 1-2, instead of 2-4, can be used to achieve intrusion tolerance against the name server administrator.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed an architecture in which genuine, secure DNS dynamic update is supported and the role separation of the zone manager and the name server administrator holds. The proposed architecture can be configured to achieve intrusion tolerance against both outsider attacks and insider attacks. Implementation details and experimental results about the DSA SIG and RSA/MD5 SIG are given. Our experimental results reveal that, in terms of signature computation times, our architecture incurs negligible performance penalty when using DSA signatures. It is our belief that the high level of security that can be achieved by the proposed architecture far outweighs its potential overhead, especially in critical DNS zones, such as the .com zone.
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